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Fragmentation is a subject of intense studies in different domains of physics, including
nuclear physics. This ubiquitous process is still poorly unden/tood, maiiil}' due to missing
adequate theoretical tools, in particular, when dealing with/lie non-equilibrium aspects of
the fragmentation. For this reason , we have proposed ft iww kinetic frn.gmoMtn.tion model,
the FragiTientaUoii - Jnactivation - Binary (FIB) model jAvliere a dissipaTTve processistoj>s
randomjx...the sequential, conservative and ofT-eqTniTbnum TragTiTcuta.i.ioiT*]Trocess[b^L]• IM
the FIB model, one deals with fragments (c-7gT~cTiisre"rs, partons etc.) characterized by some
conservative scalar quantity (mass, energy, virtuality etc. ) , that is called the cluster mass .
The anscestor fragment of mass N is relaxing via. an ordered and irreversible sequence of
steps. The first step is either a binary fragmentation, (N) —» (j) + (N — j) , or an inacfivntion
(N) —» (N)* . Once inactive, the cluster cannot be reactivated anymore. The fragmentation
leads to two fragments, with the mass partition probability ~ Fj^-j . In the following steps,
the relaxation process continues independently for each descendant fragment until either the
low mass cutoff for further 'indivisible particles' is reached or all fragments are inactive.
Since for any event, the fragmentation and inactivation occur with the proba.bilit.ics per unit
of time ~ l?j,k-i a I K ' ~ ^ respectively, therefore the knowledge of the initial state and the
rate-functions Fj^-j n.iicl Ik , specifies the fragmenting system and its evolution.

The composed particle first moment Nc = J — < ni > jN , where < n\ > is the average
number of monomers, is an order parameter in the FIB model. If instability of smaller
fragments is more important than instabilit}' of larger fragments, Nc coincides with the
total mass and fragmentation is in the oo-clustcr phase. Conversely, when instability of larger
fragments is more important than instability of smaller ones, the total mass is converted into
finite-size fragments (Nc —> 0 ) and fragmentation is in the shattered phase. The transition
line between these two phases is characterized by the fragment-size independence ol both
fragmentation and inactivation probabilities (the scale-invariant branching process). The
transition associated with the shattering is the second order phase transition[l, 2j .

In our earlier works, we have studied the asymptotic cluster-size distribution which at
the transition line is given by the power-law ??.„ ~ s~T with r < 2 . In this region,
FIB model describes well the fragment-size distribution and all charge-fragment correlations
in the heavy-ion collisions at intermediate energies[3] . Other statistical approaches have
been also tried successfully!'!] . It is our experience that most of the gross measures of the
cluster-mass (size) distribution do not discriminate among models unless supplemented with
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more fine grained information, especially correlations of various kinds. For that reason, we
have studied the multiplicity distributions and their scaling features. Various classes of the
multiplicity distributions have been found for homogeneous : F\i,\j = \2al'\tj and symmetric
p\j = Fjti fragmentation kerncls[5] . For pp < 1/2 (pp is the fragmentation probability
without specifying the sizes of the descendants) and for any a, the fragment multiplicity
is asymptotically a constant. In this 'Cayley domain', fragmentation is analogous to the
invasion percolation on the Cayley tree[6] and resembles the sell-organized critical process
with no characteristic time or length scales. For pp > 1/2 and a > —1 , the fragment
multiplicity is an algebraic function o[ N : < in >,v ~ aNT~l (1 < r < 2) . This is the
'Brand-Schenlzle (BS) domain1, where the multiplicity distribution is a special solution of
the nonlinear stochastic equation with multiplicative fluctuations^) . For /)/;• > 1/2 and a <
— 1 (the 'evaporative domain') , FIB process resembles the evaporation of light fragments
from one big cluster and the fragment multiplicity is approximately independent of the
initial cluster mass. In the two transitional regions: (i) between Cayley and BS domains
(pp = 1/2, or > — 1 ) and (ii) between BS and evaporative domains (o• = — I, 1/2 < pp < 1 ),
the fragment multiplicity is : < m >yv~ (In N)h . Multiplicity anomalous dimension :
<y(7V) = rfln < m >N/d\nN , equals r - 1 (0 < 7(A') < 1 ) in the BS domain, while it
decreases logarithmically : ~((N) ~ (In iV)~' with the total mass in the transitional regions
and is zero elsewhere.

Interestingly, the KNO scaling[8] : < m > Pm = /(*»/ < m >) , appears from our
studies as a. fundamental property of the critical FIB process, whenever the average fragment
multiplicity < in >/v depends on the initial system size N , i.e. in its 'low-viscosity'-
(pf > 1/2, o > —1 ) or BS- phase including the transitional domain a = —1 , and is absent
everywhere outside ol the transition line. The appearance of the KNO scaling is hence
related to the second-order phase transitions associated with breaking the initial system into
a dust fragments each one having only an infinitesimal portion of the initial cluster mass.
Hence, the KNO scaling is not only a property of certain relativistic field theories but more
generally it appears as a property of the critical fragmentation in quantum systems as well
as in the macroscopic classical objects. This new general foundation of the KNO scaling
opens a possibility for its finding in many fragmentation processes in nature.

In order to analyze the higher order correlations in the multifragment (multiparticle)
distributions one has to recognize that the density correlations contain usually lower order
background correlations. These can be conveniently removed using the cunuilant correlation
functions. The statistical independence of any iji in Kv{y\,..., yv) results in factorization
of the pp densities and vanishing cumulanl. Hence, the cumulants Kp are key quantities
to be produced by theoretical models of the fragmentation. Following the linked pair ansatz
: A';,( J, 2 . . . p) — Av YLpcrm I T ' 1 ^*2(1) 2) , the high order cumulants can be expressed in
terms of the cuinulants ol order two. We have found that the critical FIB process is charac-
terized by the appearance of the hierarchical structure of the higher order correlations. This
particular structure for higher order correlations is absent in both oo-cluster and shattering
phases. Curiously, the same hierarchical correlation structures describe galaxy correlations
and phase-space correlations in the multiparticle distributions in ultrarclativistic collisions.

The basic equations, relevant for a description of the FIB fragmentation of an initial
fragment of a given mass (energy, virtuality etc.), such as master and cascade equations
have been given before [1, 2] . Recently, we were able to demonstrate that the FIB cascade
equation includes as a special case the QCD equation of gluodynamics[ll] . The detailed
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knowledge of the multiplicity distributions and multiplicity correlations acquired in our ear-
lier studies,[5] , allowed to identify the QCD parton fragmentation process with a critical
FIB process in the transitional region a = — 1, pp > 1/2 . For the first time, exact solutions
of the QCD gluodynamics for the running QCD coupling constant could be obtained in this
way. The extension of the FIB framework to include also quark jet fragmentation is now in
progress.
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